Terry Orlick, the well known sports psychologist, once said that
when your performance falls apan:, it usu22ly falls apart in your
head first. That's
me:1tal rehearsal is a common performance
enhancing strategy among elite achievers. It's the use of
to
practice.
Mental rehearsal is thought to work by
attention and
sensory thresholds. Reviews of the research on imagery
and performance note three robust Ull.LJ.lI"~~
• mental rehearsal is better than no practice at all
• mental rehearsal in combination with physical practice is more
effective than either in isolation
• menta.: rehearsal has greater beneE;:s for cognitive tasks
concentration, focus, confidence) than for motor tasks.
A simple way to introduce students to the concept of mental
rehearsal as an achievement tOol is ro ask them to describe what
their ide22 performance might look like. For
what would
your performance look like if you studied well? If you could play
your musical instrument as ,vell as
like? If you skied a great
run? Ask stUdents to
a video recording
of themselves
a great
at anything they'd like
to be able to repeat. \'V.f:lat do
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Begin with a
in mind. Ask your students :0 think
about what it is that they want to improve. Each of
us is most motivated to
our best effort in the
rhings that interest us most, so begi:1 there. W'har do
most want
they really like to do? \V'hat is ir that
to improve?
Invi:e them to recall a time when they gave what
for them was a great performance. What did it look
like' Ask them for details,
sensory details.
Adding details of color, sounds
to rheir per
formance
ar:d all the surrounding environ
memal features that typify their particular perform
ance SlIUaIlon
increase the effectiveness of rheir
.Dentai rehearsal.
a talemed fourth
with
is inconsistent
with her homework. There are days when she
all of it
and makes a good effort, but more orren are the
work is incomplete. She orren startS, bur doesn't fInish.
Wnen Mia is asked to think about her "best homework per
formance," she bires her lip and rakes a moment to re£ect. Then
she
as she recalls a night nor too long ago when she got
all her math homework done in record time. Asked to

that we have a video recording of herself
that "perform
ance," ;vlia says that she was seared at the dining room table with
only her matn book, her penciL and a piece of paper. Her father
was in the next room, fIxing
and her mother and siblings
weren't home yer. There was a television program that she
wanted to watch, so she had a timer set for twenty minures in
front of her because she needed to finish the work in that amount
of time in order to watch her program. W'hen she finished before
the
her father checked her work and she remembers smii
beca'lse all her answers were correct.
As she talked about it, Mia said that she
rhar having
a timer and a deadline-something
to ger to next
helped her to
her focus. She a.:so thought it helped that her
siblings weren't around. "w'hen they're around they're noisy, and
I can't think."
Mia was encouraged to try repeating the components of thar
"great
" The next time she did her homework she
would:
• work with a deadline and a timer
• work alone without any dist:actions and keep JUSt rhe work
she's attending ro in from of her
• work toward some reward that she can earn
• have a parem check her work before she turns it in
By
what her besr performances look
Mia
can learn to repeat her best achievements by recreat
ing the same scenario. She won't always be success
ful because she's young.
and to control those
The popular
cd by the research on
Like other mental
before a
stakes evaluation or an important
competition. Since mastery is a matter of practice,
the more opporrunities you create for your students
to practice, the better they will become at it. _
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MAUREEN NEIHART, Psy.D. is a licensed clinical child psychologist In Laurel, Montana.
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